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I'm us Poet Laureate Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down.

00:22
I grew up in the suburbs of Northern California, a place filled with tract houses, and swirling cul de
sacs. At sunset, you could smell dinner cooking all over the neighborhood. If you stood on the
crossbar of your swing set, and your friend in the house next door stood on hers. The two of you
could carry on a conversation over the fence until your parents called you inside. Nothing looked
old. Even the trees were young and gangly. The houses had been around longer than me, but only
just barely. The day I realized my town had a history. It was when a friend's grandfather visited our
class at school. He brought black and white photos from the days when he was a kid. One picture
showed horse carriages parked outside the courthouse. It was remarkable to think our town went
back that far. My family's roots were elsewhere. California was the last stop on the journey my
parents had begun in Alabama in the mid 1930s. A journey that was a mix of hard work and good
fortune, happiness and occasional slights endured because of the color of their skin. Where am I
going with all of this? I guess I'm just riffing on what home felt like to me then. And what it felt like
knowing I wasn't and would never be 100% Californian there always be a part of me that
remained rooted to a history I hadn't ever known firsthand, but that nevertheless felt real to me. I
think that feeling was both reassuring and discomforting. I wonder if that tension is part of the
reason I ended up becoming a writer. I feel a similar sense of restlessness in today's poem, record
changer by Indiana State Poet Laureate Adrian Matejka. Given the pop music references, I'm
guessing the poem is set in the same era, I've been remembering the late 1970s. And it recounts a
time when the speaker and his family were fresh arrivals to the suburbs. The newness of
everything feels to him unusual, perhaps even uncomfortable. But it also affords him the chance
to reinvent himself when the situation calls for it. Record changer by Adrian Matejka to the left of
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the neighbor's barbecue variations of the same house ringed by the same foliage, adolescent
bushes, their green tufts of low lying sky. Dad's red faced and bearded in back someplace turning
pure meat over hot coals. The record player is inside woodbox speakers propped in the windows
to the right across the still seated yard. Our two story just as square and impeccable as the rest.
We want prints, but rumors keeps restarting itself. Now here you go again, you say one neighbor
asks, Now where did you come from again, and we say California like Fleetwood Mac, and
nobody asks anything else. And because nobody hunts for dinner in the suburbs, we put down our
implements of half step and appetite sidestep the moon as it descends into a whole plateful of
charred thighs and wings. We collect device the back in the days way as tenaciously as chicken
legs, undress themselves at a cul de sac party, then raise the stripped bones to history out here.
There isn't any. So history is whatever we want it to be. The slow down is a production of
American Public Media, in partnership with the Library of Congress and the Poetry Foundation.
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